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ABSTRACT
The ellipse is a fundamental shape in both natural and man-
made objects and hence frequently encountered in images.
Existing ellipse detection algorithms, viz., randomized Hough
transform (RHT) and multi-population genetic algorithm
(MPGA), have disadvantages. The RHT performs poorly
with multiple ellipses and MPGA has a high false positive
for complex images. The proposed algorithm selects ran-
dom points using constraints of smoothness, distance and
curvature. In the process of sampling, parameters of potential
ellipses are progressively learnt to improve parameter accu-
racy. New probabilistic fitness measures are used to verify
ellipses extracted: ellipse quality based on the Ramanujan ap-
proximation and completeness. Experiments on synthetic and
real images show performance better than RHT and MPGA
in detecting multiple, deformed, full or partial ellipses in the
presence of noise and interference.

Index Terms— ellipse detection, randomized Hough
transform, probabilistic fitness, footwear print

1. INTRODUCTION

The ellipse is a fundamental shape in images of both natu-
ral and man-made objects. Formed by the intersection of a
cone and a plane, ellipses are useful to analyze and synthesize
cylindrical objects on two dimensional planes. They describe
planetary motion and effectively used by artists in creating re-
alistic images. Some applications of ellipse detection in im-
age processing are cell image segmentation [1], recognition
of industrial parts [2] and analysis of footwear impressions
[3].

Existing algorithms for ellipse detection are of three
types: Hough transform (HT), Genetic algorithms (GA) and
edge following. The Standard Hough transform (SHT) [4]
detects parametric curves by mapping from image space to
parameter space. In the case of straight line HT with two
parameters each point is mapped to a curve in parameter
space; thus it is a one-to-many diverging mapping which is
slow and memory intensive. The situation gets worse for
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ellipses with five parameters. While the Randomized Hough
transform (RHT) [5] alleviates these problems using a many-
to-one converging mapping [6], its performance degrades as
the number of ellipses in the image increases [1, 7, 8] . The
second group, exemplified by the multi-population genetic
algorithm (MPGA) [1], simulates the search for ellipses in
feature space as a parallel optimization process. While it is
better than RHT in accuracy and speed, because of its opti-
mization criteria it may lead to local sub-optimal solutions.
The third group, edge-following algorithms [8, 2], which ex-
tract ellipses using a hierarchical approach and perform well
in handling occluded and overlapping ellipses, are susceptible
to edge distortion [2] or fail when ellipses are linked to other
curves seamlessly. While improvements of RHT have been
proposed, e.g. [9, 7], they are still unsatisfactory for detecting
multiple, potentially deformed, full or partial ellipses with
noise and interference. In this paper the sampling process is
improved by exploiting constraints, and allowing the sampler
to learn the parameters of the potential ellipses which guide
the selection of good samples. Two probabilistic fitness mea-
sures, weighted quality and completeness, are proposed to
validate the extracted raw ellipses.

2. CONSTRAINED RHT

In the Cartesian x, y plane, an ellipse is defined by Ax2 +
Bxy + Cy2 + Dx + Ey + F = 0 with 4AC − B2 > 0.
In parametric form used by SHT, the ellipse is described in
terms of center (p, q), length of semi-major/minor axes a, b
and orientation θ by

((x−p) cos θ+(y−q) sin θ)2

a2 + ((y−q) cos θ−(x−p) sin θ)2

b2 = 1. (1)

SHT is deterministic, computationally expensive and in-
accurate as it uses a diverging mapping and requires a 5-D ac-
cumulator. RHT [5] is randomized, improves efficiency and
accuracy by sampling followed by a converging mapping. It
selects as many points as the number of parameters n via uni-
form sampling (n = 5 for ellipse) and maps them into one
point in parameter space, from which individual counts are
accumulated to form peaks that correspond to ellipses. El-
lipse geometry can be used to reduce complexity and improve
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(a) A deformed ellipse (b) SC only (c) SC & DC

(d) All three constraints (e) Detected ellipse

Fig. 1: Sampling constraints: blue dot is the centroid and red points
are pixel candidates, (b) SC ensures that selected points are locally
smooth, (c) DC removes pixels that are too close to the centroid, (d)
CC further removes outliers that do not belong to the target ellipse.

accuracy with 3 sampled points [6]. RHT is an instance of
Monte Carlo methods [10] that rely on repeated random sam-
pling.

Converging mapping in RHT means that the quality of
sampled points is crucial for ellipse parameter estimation,
which is not guaranteed due to its inherent uncertainty. Since
in a complex/noisy image, the fraction of true ellipse pixels
to foreground pixels is small, picking several pixels randomly
will never narrow down to a right ellipse, as noted in [6]. This
was addressed in [7] using iterative updates of the region en-
closing the target ellipse but was not tested with multiple el-
lipses and interfering curves.

By imposing conditions and constraints on the sampled
pixels we can improve accuracy and efficiency as described
here. Connected components analysis is first performed;
small components are eliminated since they are unlikely to
be true foreground pixels that lie on the true ellipse. Each
sample is taken from a single component since they have a
higher probability of being on the same target ellipse. Con-
straints for smoothness, distance and curvature are described
next with an example in Fig. 1.

Smoothness Constraint (SC): Each sampled point should
be on a smooth portion of the edges for accurate estimation
of ellipse parameters. We propose a measure of local smooth-
ness on edge contours, Smoothness Index (S). For a given
foreground pixel z, S(z) is defined as the standard deviation
of gradient orientation of foreground pixels within the neigh-
borhood of z, i.e., S(z) = stdev({θz′ |z′ ∈ Nz}), where θz′
is the gradient orientation (in radian) at pixel z′, Nz is the
neighborhood of pixel z, a m-by-m (set to 7) window center-
ing at z. The selected pixels {z} should satisfy

sl ≤ S(z) ≤ su, (2)

where sl and su are the lower/upper bounds of S, which are

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2: Use of Smoothness Index (S) to reject bad samples from
random sampling. (a) An imperfect ellipse. (b) A bad sample on
the edge, S(z1) = 0.02, S(z2) = 0.45, S(z3) = 0.11. (c) A good
sample (z4, z5, z6) on the smooth portion of the edge where S are
0.05, 0.07 and 0.21 respectively. (d) Ellipse detected by CRHT.

set to 0.03 and 0.25 empirically. Constrained sampling from
edge pixels of a deformed ellipse is shown in Fig. 2.

Distance Constraint (DC): Given component properties:
centroid (c), major axis length (l1) and minor axis length(l2)
[11], the distance from sampled point z to c, dzc, must satisfy

r2 ∗ l2 ≤ dzc ≤ r1 ∗ l1, (3)

where r1 and r2 are two preset thresholds.
Curvature Constraint (CC): LetC be a plane curve, P and

P ′ be two neighbor points on C shown in Fig. 3. The curva-
ture κ at P is defined by κ = limδs→0

δT
δs , which indicates

that when δs is sufficiently small, the direction of the cur-
vature at P can be approximated by the angle of δT. Given
a curve C and a point P on it (shown in Fig. 4(a)) where
the curvature is non-zero, there is a unique circle that has the
same tangent and curvature as curve C at P , called the os-
culating circle at P . Given an ellipse E and a point P on it
shown in Fig. 4(b), the center O of its osculating circle at P
and the center C of the ellipse must lie on the same side of the
tangent T . To estimate the curvature direction at P , we con-
sider its six closest neighbor points P1, ..., P6. The angle of
the tangent at P2, θ2, is approximated by θ2 = θP1+θP2+θP3

3 ,
where θPi is the edge direction at Pi. Similarly, the angle
of the tangent at P5, θ5 = θP4+θP5+θP6

3 . Then the direc-
tion of the curvature κ at point P , θκ(P ), is approximated by
θκ(P ) = tan−1 sin θ5−sin θ2

cos θ5−cos θ2
. Since the angle between θκ(P )

(
−−→
PO) and vector

−−→
PC is usually below π/3 (although it may

be as large as π
2 ) a good ellipse pixel P should satisfy

|θκ(P )− θ−−→
PC
| ≤ π/3. (4)

3. FITNESS MEASURE AND ELLIPSE VALIDATION

Since the probability of a spurious ellipse is high, validation
based on a robust fitness measure is essential. The Chamfer
distance map [12], similarity & distance [1] leads to a high
false positive rate. We first identify true ellipse pixels using
two constraints and then validate using weighted quality and
completeness.

For an ellipse with parameters (p, q, a, b, θ), Eq. (1) may
not hold due to low image resolution and edge distortion. A



Fig. 3: The curvature of plane curves. T, T′ are the unit tan-
gent vectors at P and P ′ respectively. T = [cos θ, sin θ], T′ =
[cos θ′, sin θ′]. δT = T′−T = [cos θ′− cos θ, sin θ′− sin θ]. δs is
the distance between the points.

(a) Osculating circle at P (b) curvature direction at P

Fig. 4: Curvature constraint. In (b), C is the center of ellipse E, T
is the tangent at P , and O is the center of the osculating circle at P .

relaxed constraint for pixels lying on a potential ellipse, Sv =
{(x, y)}, is

ε(x,y) = |f(x, y)− 1| ≤ ε0, (5)

where f(x,y)=
((x−p) cos θ+(y−q) sin θ)2

a2
+

((y−q) cos θ−(x−p) sin θ)2

b2
, ε0

is a preset tolerance.
If the difference between the analytical derivative d at

each pixel (x, y) ∈ Sv , computed using Eq. (6), and the tan-
gent of gradient orientation at (x, y) is below tolerance T1,
then accept pixel (x, y) as a true ellipse pixel, i.e.,

d=
(− 2

a2
)[(x−p) cos θ sin θ+(y−q) sin2 θ]+(− 2

b2
)[(y−q) cos2 θ−(x−p) cos θ sin θ]

(− 2
a2

)[(x−p) cos2 θ+(y−q) cos θ sin θ]+( 2
b2

)[(y−q) cos θ sin θ−(x−p) sin2 θ]

(6)∣∣d|(x,y) − tan(ψ|(x,y))
∣∣ ≤ T1, (7)

where ψ|(x,y) is the gradient orientation at (x, y).

3.1. Weighted Quality

For a set of foreground pixels z = {zi = (xi, yi)|i =
1, ..., |z|} associated with potential ellipse E let Z be a ran-
dom variable that denotes the number of true ellipse pixels
for ellipse E, Zi be a binary random variable representing the
identity of pixel zi (i.e. Zi = 1 means pixel zi is a true ellipse
pixel, Zi = 0 means otherwise). Suppose Zi and Zj are
independent, ∀i, j ∈ {1, ..., |z|}, i 6= j. Thus, Z =

∑|z|
i=1 Zi.

Assume a zero-mean Gaussian error distribution for a true
ellipse pixel zi, i.e., P (εzi |Zi = 1) = N(εzi |0, σ2), where
εzi is defined by Eq. (5), and σ2 is the variance of εzi .

Assuming no prior knowledge of the identity of pixel zi
before we observe the fitting error εzi , then P (Zi=1)(=P (Zi=0))

is a constant. From Bayes’ theorem

P (Zi = 1|εzi) = P (Zi = 1)P (εzi |Zi = 1)/P (εzi)
∝ P (εzi |Zi = 1).

The expectation of Z, E[Z], is computed by E[Z] =∑|z|
i=1 E[Zi] =

∑|z|
i=1 P (Zi = 1|εzi). Then the weighted

quality of ellipse E, WQE , is defined by

WQE = E[Z]
cE

, (8)

where cE , the circumference of ellipse E, is computed using
Ramanujan’s second approximation [13] cE = π(a+ b)(1 +

3h
10+
√

4−3h
) , where h = (a− b)2/(a+ b)2.

3.2. Completeness

To differentiate partial from full ellipses the distribution of
pixels on the perimeter is used. The completeness CE =
σE/σc where σE is the standard deviation of the angle in radi-
ans that all true ellipse pixels make with the center normalized
by the standard deviation of angles distributed uniformly over
[0, 2π], σc = 2π/

√
12 ≈ 1.8138.

4. ALGORITHM CRHT

1. For input grayscale image I compute edge map bw.

2. Decompose bw into components, eliminate small ones,
and initialize a global accumulator Ag .

3. For component Ĉ, with properties c, l1 and l2, initialize
local accumulator Al and a weight w to 0.5.

4. Identify pixels Ĉg ⊆ Ĉ, which satisfy constraints given
in Eqs. (2,3,4), and initialize counter ct for the number
of times searching for ellipse from Ĉ fails.

5. Draw a 3-pixel sample from Ĉg , estimate center (p, q)
and compute A,B, and C using approach in [6].

6. If 4AC − B2 ≤ 0 increment ct by 1 and return to (5).
Else convert parameters (p, q, A,B,C) to its equiva-
lent (p, q, a, b, θ) using: θ = 0.5 ∗ cot−1((A−C)/B),
a = [1/(A cos2 θ + B cos θ sin θ + C sin2 θ)]1/2, b =
[1/(A sin2 θ −B cos θ sin θ + C cos2 θ)]1/2.

7. Compute r=# of ellipse pixels/circumference.If r<T2

(threshold for r), increment ct by 1 and go to (5). Oth-
erwise, update c, l1, l2 and w using: c = c∗w+[p q]∗r

w+r ,
l1 = l1∗w+2a∗r

w+r , l2 = l2∗w+2b∗r
w+r , w = w+r

2 . If any
ellipse in Al has parameters close to (p, q, a, b, θ) then
merge them and increase its score by 1. Otherwise,
insert into Al new entry (p, q, a, b, θ) with score 1.

8. If ct ≥ T3, a threshold for ct, recompute Ĉg based on
the latest value of c, l1, l2. Repeat steps (4-8) until a
preset number of samples for Ĉ have been tested.



9. Select ellipse inAl with the highest score and put it into
Ag . Repeat steps (3-9) for all components in bw.

10. Validate ellipse candidates inAg using criteriaWQE ≥
tQ and CE ≥ tC , where tQ and tC are thresholds.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The CRHT algorithm, as well as RHT and MPGA, were
evaluated with two data sets: 300 synthetic images (set A)
and 500 images of footwear prints (set B). A sample im-
age in each set in shown in Figs. 5 and 6. CRHT param-
eters were: sl=0.03, su=0.25, r1=0.5, r2=0.25, ε0=0.08,
T1=0.26,σ=0.08,T2=0.4,T3=15, tQ=0.5, tC=0.5. Perfor-
mance measures were: True/False Positive Rates (TPR = Nt/N ,
FPR = Nf/N ) and mean accuracy MA = Sn/Sg , where N
ellipses are in the image, Nt and Nf are no. of ellipses de-
tected, Sn is the non-overlapping area of detected ellipse and
ground truth, Sg is area of ground truth ellipse. MA is mea-
sured only for correctly detected ellipses. Results in Table 1
show the high accuracy and efficiency of CRHT.

(a) Input (b) RHT (c) MPGA (d) Proposed

Fig. 5: Synthetic image: (a) input with 3 ellipses and noise lines,
(b) RHT detects one ellipse, (c) MPGA detects one true ellipse and
many spurious ones, and (d) CRHT detects only the three.

(a) Input (b) MPGA (c) Proposed

Fig. 6: Real image: (a) footwear impression with 16 full and 10
partial ellipses, (b) MPGA detects 16 full, 2 partials and spurious
ones, and (c) CRHT performs correctly. RHT fails to detect any.

Method TPR(%) FPR(%) MA Time(s)
A B A B A B A B

RHT 15.2 13.6 19.6 22.8 0.2 - 753.3 1046.5
MPGA 30.6 28.4 38.8 42.4 0.1 - 2 5.3
CRHT 98.3 97.5 0.02 0.02 0.04 - 5 6.5

Table 1: Performance on datasets A (synthetic) and B (footwear
prints). In case of MA with B ground truth was unavailable.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

CRHT is a new Monte Carlo approach to ellipse detection
which exploits constraints on sampled points. Incremental
parameter learning guides the sampler to select high qual-
ity points for ellipse fitting. Two probabilistic fitness mea-
sures were introduced to validate extracted candidate ellipses.
CRHT can detect multiple, potentially deformed, full (partial)
ellipses in complex and noisy images. Accuracy and speed of
the algorithm using both synthetic and real images is higher
than RHT and MPGA.
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